
RiverDale: Season One As the school year begins, Riverdale's residents are reeling 
from the news of golden boy Jason Blossom's shocking death - an event that 
reveals many secrets bubbling just beneath the surface of this once-idyllic town. 
All-American teen Archie Andrews grapples with weather to come forward with 
scandalous information about the day Jason disappeared. Girl-next-door Betty 
Cooper carries a hopeless torch for Archie, while fallen-from grace socialite 
Veronica Lodge instantly sparks with him. Cheryl Blossom reacts to the death of 
her twin brother by tightening her grip on the River vixens, while neo-beatnik Jug 
head Jones sits in a booth at Pop's Chock 'lit Shoppe, trying to make sense of his 
darkening town. Riverdale puts a subversive spin on the iconic world of Archie's 
Comics in 13 sexy, smart and mysterious episodes Warner
Chuck He was the pride of Bayonne, New Jersey, a man who went fifteen rounds in
the ring with Muhammad Ali, and the real life inspiration for Rocky Balboa. But 
before all that, Chuck Wepner (Liev Schreiber) was a liquor salesman and father 
with a modest prizefighting career whose life changed overnight when, in 1975, 
he was chosen to take on The Greatest in a highly publicized title match. Its the 
beginning of a wild ride through the exhilarating highs and humbling lows of 
sudden famebut what happens when your fifteen minutes in the spotlight are up?
Driven by a committed performance from Liev Schreiber, Chuck is a refreshingly 
human tale of resilience and redemption. Paramount
How To Be a Latin Lover Eugenio Derbez (Instructions Not Included) heads an 
all-star cast in this uproariously funny comedy! When aging Latin lover Maximo 
(Eugenio Derbez) is suddenly dumped by the older woman he married for money, 
he moves in with his estranged sister Sara (Salma Hayek) and her 10-year-old son, 
Hugo. Determined to return to the lap of luxury, Maximo uses Hugo to meet a rich 
widow and learns that love and trust must be earned in this hilarious film 
featuring Rob Lowe, Kristen Bell, and Raquel Welch. Lionsgate
Hickok Legendary lawman and gunslinger, Wild Bill Hickok, is tasked with taming 
the wildest cow-town in the west. While delivering his own brand of frontier 
justice, the infamous hard-drinking gunfighter's reputation as the fastest draw in 
the west is put to the test.Cinedigm
Kung Fu Yoga Jack (Jackie Chan), a world - renowned archaeology professor, and 
his team are on a grand quest to locate a lost ancient Indian treasure when they 
are ambushed by a team of mercenaries and left for dead. Using his vast 
knowledge of history and kung fu, Jack leads his team on a race around the world 
to beat the mercenaries to the treasure and save an ancient culture in this 
breakneck action - comedy that reunites Chan with acclaimed director Stanley 
Tong (Ruble in the Bronx Super cop). Well Go
Everything, Everything A 17 year old girl named Madeline Whittier has a rare 
disease that causes her to have to stay indoors 24/7 with her filtered air. Her whole 
life is basically books, her mom, and Carla(her nurse). One day, a moving truck 
pulls in next door. There she sees Olly. Olly Bright is Maddy's new neighbor. They 
get to know each other through emails. The more they get to know each other, 
the more they fall in love. Olly starts to make Maddy realize that she isn't really 
living. This starts the adventures of Maddy's new life. Warner
Kill Switch A pilot (Dan Stevens) travels to a parallel universe to repair an 
interdimensional imbalance created by an unstable new energy source. However, 
he soon realizes that his mission is much more complex than he was led to 
believe. Bérénice Marlohe co-stars in this video-game-influenced sci-fi flick, in 
which most of the action is depicted from a first-person perspective. Lionsgate
Lucifer - Sesaon 2 In Season Two, LAPD Detective Chloe Decker and Lucifer 
Morningstar are back solving murders on L.A.'s white-hot streets, with their 
relationship growing deeper, closer, and more awkward for them both. To add fuel 
to the fire, Lucifer's mum, Charlotte, escapes Hell, bringing along a ton of 
emotional baggage: She wants back what was stolen from her. Now Lucifer and 
his angel brother, Amenadiel-with whom Lucifer has serious sibling issues-must 
work together to find mommy dearest. Meanwhile, Dr. Linda, therapist and 
confidante to Lucifer, Amenadiel and Maze, is having a devil of a time doling out 
some of the most bizarre advice ever. Tensions (including the sexual kind) are 
sizzling in all 18 frighteningly fun, frivolous adventures. Welcome to Devil time! 
Warner
The Legends of Tomorrow - Season 2 Season Two's 17 Turbocharged episodes of 
the Super Hero team - up series amp up the firepower by enlisting both a league 
and a legion of new characters to join the legendary Waverider crew, Charged 
with protecting the timeline from Time Aberrations - Nate Heyward (aka Citizen 
Steel) and Justice Society of America member Amaya Jiwe (aka Vixen). And yet, for 
every of good, there is an opposing of darkness: The Legends of Tomorrow are 
now charged with protecting time (past,present and future) itself,traveling across 
history to challenge the power of the Spear of Destiny - a threat unlike any 
humanity has ever known. Warner
PJ Masks: Time to be a Hero Join Catboy, Owlette and Gekko on their nighttime 
missions, into the night to save the day! It's up to Catboy, the real parade leader, to 
save the day from Night Ninja. But he doesn't think he can lead the Ninjalinos 
without his drum. Luna Girl turns awalking Cameron into her very own human 
puppet. It's up to the PJ Masks to save the day... but Gekko has to stop messing 
around first! The hit pre-school sensation is finally available to own on DVD! Fox
Bluebeard When a doctor learns a murderous secret from a sedated patient, he 
finds himself in the middle of an unsolved serial murder case. As dismembered 
bodies start showing up close to home, the doctor realizes he must solve the 
riddle before the killer realizes what he may know.. Well Go
Supergirl Season 2 Having left the safety of being Cat Grant's assistant at Catco 
Worldwide Media in order to figure out what she really wants to do, Kara Danvers 
(Melissa Benoist) continues to work with Hank Henshaw (aka Martian Manhunter) 
and her adoptive sister Alex (Chyler Leigh) at the DEO as Supergirl - protecting the 
citizens of National City and searching for her missing father Jeremiah (Dean Cain) 
and the secret research lab Project Cadmus. Along the way, she will team up with 
her Kyrptonian cousin Kal El - aka Superman (Tyler Hoechlin) - to battle new 
villains both terrestrial and extraterrestrial, from the DC Universe, as she strives to 
balance her personal life with friends/allies James Olsen (Mehcad Brooks), Winn 
Schott (Jeremy Jordan) and more with her busy life as a new Super Hero in 
Supergirl Season Two Warner
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